How Taos Footwear achieved a 10x ROI with Webeyez
Ecommerce intel exposes checkout & Return on Ad Spend issues

1 Month After
Deployment

10x ROI
From using Webeyez solution

15%
Lost advertising dollars recovered

The Taos Story
Founded in 2005, Taos Footwear is known for its craftsmanship, comfort and timeless
styles, all whose inspiration is drawn from the American Southwest. Taos is now carried by
over 1,000 retail partners across the US.
Taos’ website launched in 2010 to immerse shoppers in its world. Because Taos does not
own its own stores, the online shopping experience is an integral vehicle to illustrate the
brand’s commitment to a great customer experience.

The Challenge
Taos’ digital teams employed multiple web tools including Shopify analytics, Google
Analytics, and Yottaa to measure buyer trends, site metrics and gain insights on the
overall shopper journey experience.
Declining conversion and poor ROAS during holiday
From the existing tools, the Taos team was aware that:
1.
Conversion at checkout had decreased from previous holiday periods
2.
Their social media campaigns were delivering below-average ROAS
Unclear root causes and impact on business
However, the current tools were unable to identify the speciﬁc cause, nor how much any
given issue was impacting the business. For instance, though checkout conversion had
declined, site trafﬁc had increased, making it even more difﬁcult to quantify how much of
the decline was due to site challenges.

“

We had a sense that something within our funnel was
wrong, but we couldn’t drill in to ﬁnd the details.
Gio White, Taos Footwear Head of Marketing & Ecommerce

Visit https://www.webeyez.com/ or contact sales@webeyez.com

Solution
Uncovering sources of checkout errors
Using Webeyez, the Taos team was able to quickly identify that hundreds of the “place
order” failures were stemming from “payment gateway is invalid” and “enter a valid phone
number” steps. Furthermore, Webeyez Session Analytics even revealed the speciﬁc third
party scripts causing each error, allowing the Taos team to quickly address and resolve
them, immediately driving conversion back up.
Quantifying Lost Revenue & Prioritizing Initiatives
Automated Webeyez 404 Alerts notiﬁed Taos of an increasing number of 404 pages (Page
Not Found) arriving to the site from Taos’ Facebook ads. Because Taos actively runs
multiple campaigns on social platforms and invests heavily into Facebook ads, these
errors were signiﬁcantly impacting their ROAS. The Taos team was able to quickly identify
and stop the faulty paid campaigns and re-route visitors to a healthy landing page. This
fast response saved over $20,000 in “burned” marketing dollars and delivered instant lift
to Taos’ ROAS.

Place Order Failure Detail

Results
10x ROI
After deploying Webeyez, Taos Footwear was able to both increase revenues by
eliminating friction points at checkout, and improve the effectiveness of its ad spend
dollars. Utilizing Webeyez to monitor and optimize the website resulted in a 10x ROI in the
ﬁrst month.

“

Webeyez made our marketing campaigns more efﬁcient and
more effective…We saw 10x ROI and a strong jump in ROAS.
Gio White, Taos Footwear Head of Marketing & Ecommerce

Visit https://www.webeyez.com/ or contact sales@webeyez.com

